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Clean Water Plan
Making the Right Investments at the Right Time

MWPAAC Monthly Update

June 24, 2020
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o Action Development

o Evaluation Overview 

o SEPA EIS Scoping

o MWPAAC Technical Taskforce Activities
Activities

Over the next few decades our region will 
collectively spend billions of dollars on 
protecting water quality. King County 
needs to update its wastewater plan so that 
we make the right investments at the right 
time for the best water quality outcomes.

Clean Water Plan Activities
Briefing topics:

Clean Water Plan - Making the right investments at the right time
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Decision Areas and Key Questions 

Treatment Plants Wastewater Conveyance 
System

Stormwater and Combined 
Sewer Overflows

Pollution Source Control / 
Product Stewardship

FinanceResource RecoveryLegacy PollutionAsset Management, 
Resiliency, and Redundancy

What treatment plant and 
wet weather facility 

investments should be 
made?

Are there more efficient or 
effective methods to address 

pollutants of concern than 
wastewater treatment?

What approach should be 
taken to address 

stormwater and combined 
sewer overflows in King 

County’s system?

What are the best 
investments in collections 

systems to ensure 
sufficient capacity and 

improve system condition?

What investments should 
be made to care for an 

aging regional wastewater 
system and protect the 

investments that have been 
made? 

What are the opportunities 
to address 

legacy pollution?

How should King County 
recover resources in 

wastewater? 

How will regional water 
quality investments be 

financed? 
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Action Development
 Approximately 35 

different actions in the 
decision areas

 Each action is a concept 
for future water quality 
investment. For example 
wastewater treatment 
includes secondary, 
nutrient removal, 
advanced, and 
decentralized approaches 
to treatment

 Each action documented 
in an action description 
sheet identifying what the 
action is and the 
outcomes
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Evaluation Framework: Overview

Seeks to lay the foundation for thoughtful and transparent evaluation.

Explores alternative investments the County can make in support of wastewater treatment services and 
regional water quality improvements, seeking to inform decisions on the best investments for regional 
water quality.

Evaluation conducted as a two-step process:

►Step 1 evaluates individual actions

►Step 2 groups actions into strategies and evaluates the alternative strategies
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Step 1: Action Evaluation 

During action evaluation, the Planning Team will:

► Develop understanding of performance of each action relative to potential water quality outcomes 
and other impacts

►Compare actions against each other, both within and across decision areas
►Use analysis to inform the grouping of actions into water quality investment strategies

Actions are the potential specific programs and associated projects within each decision area.

• Wastewater Treatment
• Wet Weather Management 
• Pollution Source Control/ Product 

Stewardship

• Asset Management, Resiliency, and Redundancy
• Resource Recovery
• Wastewater Conveyance
• Legacy Pollution
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Step 1: Action Evaluation – Analytical Approach Overview

Each action will be explored using specific criteria related to five evaluation categories:

► Water Quality: addresses action performance relative to a specified set of pollutant parameters 
(e.g., bacteria, nitrogen, PCBs) in regional waterbodies (e.g., Puget Sound, Lake Washington) and 
will seek to associate an action’s pollutant reduction performance to ecological endpoints (e.g., 
Orca) and public health endpoints (e.g., contact recreation).

► Cost: addresses action performance relative to operations, maintenance, capital, and other costs 
on a full life-cycle cost basis.

► Management and Operations: addresses action performance relative to reliability and resilience, 
legal and regulatory obligations, and public confidence.

► Community: addresses action performance relative to construction impacts in neighborhoods, land 
use and economic development, and community livability.

► Sustainability: addresses action performance relative to energy use, carbon footprint, resource 
recovery, and ecosystem services.
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• Investment of public dollars and distribution of the resulting services

• Cost of utility bills and relationship to housing affordability 

Equity in County Practices

Parks and Natural Resources

Economic Development

Strong, Vibrant 
Neighborhoods

Safe, Affordable, High Quality 
and Healthy Housing

Healthy Built and Natural 
Environments

• Amount and distribution of new outdoor spaces created
• Changes in access to outdoor spaces 

• Influences on land use and zoning and associated results on residents 
and/or business or gentrification 

Apply Determinants to Evaluation 
Categories Equity Influences 

Geographic Distribution 
of Services
________

Geographic Impact of 
Services
________

Indirect Impact of 
Services
________

Gaps in Services
________

Magnification of 
Impacts/Choices

• Influence on maximizing the community and economic benefits 

• Changes in water quality including distribution of benefits 
• Changes in aquatic habitat including distribution of benefits 
• Siting and construction impacts of water pollution control facilities 
• Availability and safety of natural resources for cultural or subsistence harvest

Examples of Action Outcomes Expected to be 
Explored through the Criteria

Review Equity 
Determinants

Conceptual Flow of Equity Action Evaluation
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Step 2: Strategy Exploration

During strategy exploration, the Planning Team will:

►Explore water quality outcomes and other impacts of comprehensive water quality investment 
approaches (strategies)

►Conduct a comparison and examine tradeoffs between water quality investment strategies

►Use analysis to inform framing and selection of a preferred strategy 

Strategy is the grouping of multiple actions that incorporates timing, sequencing, and inter-relationships, 
and reflects a complete water quality investment approach the County could take. 

Strategy evaluation process will be similar to the action evaluation process, but not identical – evaluation 
of strategies will allow for a more comprehensive understanding of systemwide outcomes.
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‒ Avoid sewer system failures ●
‒ Ensure benefits and impacts are experienced equitably ● ● ● ● ●
‒ Increase collaboration between agencies ● ●
‒ Keep rates affordable within the context of a growing region ●
‒ Prepare for and fight climate change ● ● ●
‒ Protect and restore our rivers, lakes, and Puget Sound ● ●
‒ Protect public health ● ●
‒ Support healthy habitats for fish and wildlife ● ●
‒ Communicate with the public about the plan ● ● ● ● ●
‒ Prioritize the best water quality investments ● ● ● ● ●
‒ Maintain an effective wastewater treatment workforce ● ● ● ● ●

Connection of Community Priorities and Evaluation Categories
Evaluation Categories

Water Quality Cost Management & 
Operations Community SustainabilityKey Priorities
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Clean Water Plan SEPA Review 

 Environmental review of Clean Water Plan 
under SEPA is anticipated to be a non-
project, or Programmatic, Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) on the Plan.

 SEPA Scoping Underway
► Comments accepted between May 20 and 5:00 

PM on July 19, 2020.
► Regional Engagement Activities include:

o Online open house to provide details about the 
Clean Water Plan and the issues and actions being 
explored.

o Mail/email distribution of informational content
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Q4 
2021 –
2022 

Q2 
2020

Q4 
2020

Q1/Q2 
2021

Q2/Q3 
2021Q1 2020 Q3 

2020

Develop action 
details

Define evaluation 
methods Evaluate actions Develop 

potential 
strategies 
and tradeoffs Select preferred 

strategy and 
implementation 
sequence

Finalize preferred 
strategy, financial 
plan and 
implementation 
plan

SEPA 
Scoping 

Comment 
Period

Timeline to Develop the Clean Water Plan
Executive 
Transmits to 
Council and 
Council 
Review
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MWPAAC Clean Water Plan Technical Advisory Taskforce
 Membership: Jack Broyles, Mike Johnson, Josh Pantzke, Gary Schimek, Leslie 

Webster, Kyle Wong

 First Meeting – April 23:
► Overview of the Decision Areas 
► Future Taskforce Meeting Planning

 Second meeting – May 21:
► SEPA Scoping
► Asset Management Actions
► Treatment Plant Actions

 Third meeting – June 5:
► CSO/Stormwater Actions
► Wastewater Conveyance Actions
► Action Evaluation Methods

 Fourth meeting – To be scheduled
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Discussion and Questions

14

Steve Tolzman, Program Manager, 206.477.5459 or steve.tolzman@kingcounty.gov

mailto:steve.tolzman@king
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